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Wordcloud poll

Where are you based today? 0 5 3
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Which organisation do you represent? 0 5 3

OMF
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Multiple-choice poll

How many volunteers do you have in your
organisation?
(1/2)

0 5 1

1-5
2 %

6-10
14 %

11-20
14 %

21-50
27 %

51-100
10 %



Multiple-choice poll

How many volunteers do you have in your
organisation?
(2/2)

0 5 1

100-200
20 %

Greater than 200
14 %



Open text poll

What is one challenge you have faced when
volunteering or leading volunteers?
(1/3)

0 4 9

recruiting in a rural location where

no public transport

Retention of volunteers..! Volunteers

not listening to staff

Initial enthusiasm sometimes fizzles

out

Attracting new volunteers

Managing expectations (on both

sides)

investing the time in growing

relationships with volunteers

Keeping up good communications

Attracting new volunteers when you

are new to the organisation

Finding the right skills

juggling commitments

Attracting volunteers changing the

culture to serve rather than be

served.

Flakiness in terms of availability

Trying to find balance with other

tasks and activities - can be a risk

that the role expands beyond the

agreed level of commitment

Developing them so that they take

initiative and don't wait for the

leader to tell them what to do.



Open text poll

What is one challenge you have faced when
volunteering or leading volunteers?
(2/3)

0 4 9

time management of volunteers

Maintaining commitment levels

Sometimes meeting the

organisation's minimum volunteer

time length of three months.

Inconsistency in commitment

Recruitment

managing different personalities!

Retention and interest

Safer Recruitment and greater

requirements for safeguarding

training

Volunteers not taking things like

training and advice from

experienced colleagues as seriously

because they are not employed

Balancing volunteer willingness and

competence with our needs and

capability to equip

Remotely supporting volunteers

finding out what they have been

able to do and making sure they

report back accurately

Recruiting

Their agenda is not the same as our

agenda (vision)

Fitting volunteers into a appropriate

positions



Open text poll

What is one challenge you have faced when
volunteering or leading volunteers?
(3/3)

0 4 9

Commitment and the difficulty of

recruiting European volunteers

They ofter feel as though they run

the organisation!!

Being longsuffering with my boss

Recruiting

Attracting volunteers

Attracting new and/or younger

volunteers

Commitment

Different views to in person/online

site to Covid

constant turnover

Reliability of volunteers

managing different points of view

and theologies

Getting enough volunteers

Finding the right ones.

continuous engagement

Own agenda if unpaid

Not enough commitment from

volunteers

Our volunteers are older and

struggle with technology

How to deal with conflict.

Attracting new workers.

People not answering emails



Open text poll

What do you want to take away from these
sessions?
(1/3)

0 4 0

New ideas

Ideas for supporting volunteers

remotely

Retaining interest in these difficult

times

matching skills with needs

legal implications

How to lead them well so that we

can reflect the body of Christ

How can we improve the whole

experience for our volunteers

I’ve not thought enough about

looking after and encouraging our

volunteers. Ideas about how to get

better!

how to recruit volunteers from a

culture that doesn't really value

volunteerism

How to keep could records of who is

doing what - and how to better

support volunteers

How to equip our volunteers better

Recruiting remotely

Confidence in recruiting volunteers

How to motivate volunteers

To be better at managing and

honouring volunteers

helping volunteers to stick at it



Open text poll

What do you want to take away from these
sessions?
(2/3)

0 4 0

Any legal responsibilities. Best

practice. Growing volunteer nos.

Making sure we have everything in

place for new volunteers

How to attract, equip and manage

younger volunteers

An inspiring and vision based model

for volunteering

Confirm what's unique about our

volunteering opportunities.

how to best engage with and

encourage volunteers

How to ensure best practice at every

level.

Best way to connect

and support volunteers

Practical tools to recruit, equip and

evaluate volunteers

how to recruit, motivate and retain

volunteers better

How to grow volunteer team

To engage with volunteers more

effectively

More effective management of

volunteers

Develop out volunteer ministry into

something better than it is now.

How to serve our volunteers better

to



Open text poll

What do you want to take away from these
sessions?
(3/3)

0 4 0

make their service more rewarding

and effective.

How to better screen, equip & retain

volunteers

how to recruit younger volunteers

who don't have so much spare time

Learning what others are doing

around the country

Tips on growing volunteer base

Ideas for reviewing performance

Wisdom

engage better with volunteers

how to do what i do better

Best practice ideas



Open text poll

What's your one main takeaway from today?
(1/4)

0 3 9

Clear outline of what volunteering is

about and reassurance what we're

doing is on the right lines. Inspired

to remind our volunteers how

thankful we are for who God has

made them to be.

Casting the vision to volunteers,

how helpful and inspiring this can

be, not only for them but us all. Will

certainly be thinking about this.

People stewardship.

Recruit to the vision - not the task

Recruiting with your vision.

Recruit to the vision not the task.

Very helpful.

Recruiting to the vision not task

Check the use of ‘help us’ in our

materials re: volunteers.

Explore ways to show appreciation

to volunteers to make them feel

valued.

Vision Casting and cultural

sensitivity

Sharing with prospective volunteers

the vision rather than the task

Takeaway for today - Importance of

sharing vision giving people space,

not frightened of people saying NO,



Open text poll

What's your one main takeaway from today?
(2/4)

0 3 9

when recruiting and last session on

volunteer - what it is was really

helpful too.

Develop a way of relieving

volunteers of guilt about their

season of service ending.

Importance of clear vision of why,

what, and how.

Don’t recruit to the task, recruit to

the vision!

Important to express the vision

before the task when recruiting

volunteers

Expanding vision ahead of them

commencing as a volunteer - love it!

BEst chance to rEcruit new

volunteers is when they first hear

about the ministry and are

passionate and excited about it.

We’re here to make disciples

through volunteers in our mission,

but we’re also here to make

disciples in volunteers through our

mission.

Don't be afraid of the no - choose

fewer but more productive

volunteers.

Helpful to understand the legal

distinctions re Volunteer, Volunteer

Workers etc



Open text poll

What's your one main takeaway from today?
(3/4)

0 3 9

be intentional about keeping regular

positive contact with volunteers

Develop young volunteers and

support their skills.

volunteer and volunteer worker

status

Explaining our vision clearly and our

responsibility for stewarding our

volunteers. Thank you!

How central vision has to be to

volunteer recruitment.

Importance of communicating your

vision effectively

Start with the why. Joining in is a

privilege.

Ask your volunteers: 'How are you?'

Vision for volunteers

Importance of recruiting volunteers

to the wider vision not just the

specific task

Lead with the vision

reviewing the language we use in

recruiting volunteers

Reviewing messaging - then and us

And recruiting to the vision - lots of

food for thought!

Recruit to vision not to task -

planning this approach for my

church slot on Sunday😆



Open text poll

What's your one main takeaway from today?
(4/4)

0 3 9

Vision is central

Vision over Need

Change of language

Recruit to the vision not the task


